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Dibulla, Taniweiskaka June 22-24, 2019 

  
Objective: 

Agree on a strategy plan for zhigonezhi, for the comprehensive protection of the 

Sierra Nevada and International. 

  

Proposals and agreements: 

  

In accordance with the guidelines generated by the ancestral consultation at the 

meeting of the four peoples within the framework of the CTC in Ezuama de Suribaka 

in March 2019, the need is to unify the strategies of the four peoples for the defense 

of the territory to in the face of all the problems that are currently generating a threat 

to the integrity of our ancestral territory.   Within these strategies it was agreed that 

each people may convene a meeting between the foundations, associations and 

other entities that support indigenous organizations, in order to achieve a unified 

strategy involving each foundation to achieve goals defined by the Kogui people in 

conjunction with their authorities. 

Specifically, the following support areas were specified:  

Based on the ancestral structuring of the territory,  

- the restoration and expansion of the reserves,  

- the recovery of the black line territory 

-  the purchase of sacred lands fundamental for self-government and the 

conservation of water, air and ecosystems throughout the Sierra,  

- strengthen RKMA as our ancestral public authority 

the definition of the territory 

- the support of the Kogui people in the exercise of internal self-government 

though their traditional  authorities from the Ezuama,  

- the return of sacred objects,  

- the institutional and administrative strengthening of the RKMA 

- building a Zhigoneshi strategy, or exchange of support and philosophical, 

scientific, material and ancestral spiritual knowledge among the traditional  

authorities of the Sierra Nevada to generate a guarantee of conservation, 

balance of nature and the law of origin and the repait of the damage generated 

done by the younger brother to the land, a strategy that will be implemented 

with the entities and foundations who have been supporting indigenous 

peoples to achieve the defense of the territory  

- this will be based on the principle of the unity of the peoples of the Sierra 

Nevada de Santa Marta, and the codes of life and order of the territory 

representing ancestral knowledge. 
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To this end, on 22 to 24 June, the Kogui people convened the present meeting in 

Taniwiezhakaka of the international institutions who have been supporting the 

protection of the Sierra Nevada, in order to define a unified working strategy.   The 

entities and individuals who attended were: Juan Mayer, the Amazon Conservation 

Team – ACT, Tayrona Heritage Foundation, a Working Group of Magdalena 

University making a film about the return of masks and other sacred objects, and Mr. 

Enrique (Kike).  First, each entity presented its activities and then its proposals.   The 

Tchendukua Foundation did not attend, but will have to submit its proposal in the 

same way. 

  

In short, each foundation agreed to support elements of these guidelines described 

above as a comprehensive strategy for the consolidation and protection of the 

ancestral territory and the Kogui people. 

Every program must be carried out directly with the Kogui people, who must take the 

lead and ensure that the processes arise from their own vision.  Each entity 

submitted the following proposals 

  

Foundation. Tayrona Heritage - Alan Ereira 

- A bridge programme to generate strategic alliances with UNESCO, which 

aims to exchange knowledge between the sciences and the Kogui authorities, 

to demonstrate the importance of the Kaggaba people in protecting and 

managing the territory at the scientific level and at the level of traditional 

knowledge, and about the effects being generated throughout the territory on 

a spiritual and material level, and their consequences for both the territory and 

the world.  The importance of traditional knowledge and sacred spaces in the 

protection of the Sierra Nevada, and the conservation and recovery of nature, 

is already internationally recognised. Within the context proposed with 

UNESCO or other institutions, support will be sought to carry out a pilot study 

together with Kogui people. 

- Contribute to the legal process of indigenous peoples defending the traditional 

territory of the SNSM, coordinating with lawyers recommended by Alan to 

strengthen at the legal protection of the black line, seeking to identify together 

with the Kogi, the best legal strategies for the defense of the mountains as a 

subject of law or other mode of protectionin relation to the Black Line Decree.  

This process must be carried out at the level of the CTC, promoted by the 

Kogui people. 

It is recommended that it be carried out in the context of the Black Line 

tracking table (Decree 1500 of 2018). and also in concert with the "Friends of 

the Sierra" case to prevent mining in the Sierra, connecting with their network, 

It is also recommended to work with the Procurator. 
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- Advance an agreement between the OGT and the HT Foundation and/or Alan 

for the English translation of the Book Shikuakala and its publication 

by a recognized international publishing house to spreading the message of 

the book's Mamas. This work to be carried out subject to the approval of the 

Kogui people, recognising that the book is their property and they lead the 

process. 

- Tradition of material from Kaggaba into Spanish.   The Foundation should 

establish, in conjunction with the OGT, a mechanism for the translation of 

recordings that form part of meetings held between the Foundation and the 

OGT authorities, or other recordings agreed with the OGT.   The foundation 

would set a budget to pay for this work that it will do with the OGT. 

  

ACT 

- Support the issue of education in schools with the Kogui, build an intercultural 

model of education, especially at the boarding school of San Antonio in 

Pueblo Viejo (Bunkuanezhaka). 

- Work on the exchanges between Western education and ancestral vision, 

processes that were organized in the intercultural center projected for the site 

“El Cielo". 

- Continue the work of Extension and Restoration of the Reserve. 

- Continue with the training of the Kogui team in mapping and defining of the 

territory, and as far as possible support the OGT process of building a 

cartographic center for the Reserve. 

- Strengthening and managing Jaba Taniweishkaka. 

- Continue with the work of describing the traditional management of sacred 

spaces. 

- Support the work of buying sacred spaces 

- Strengthen self-government work with the Mamos, in supporting their 

journeys, traditional work, Ezuama and others. 

  

Magdalena University - Angelica Nuñez 

Make an agreement between Magdalena University and Kogui People to Investigate 

the histories of lost objects, to know where they are and how they were lost, and 

then to work with the Mamos to "reidentify" these objects, which means knowing their 

use and meaning are within traditional culture, to make a film on the subject. 

Juan Mayr also observes that this is a very sensitive subject, so, although it is 

interesting, it is necessary to clarify when the film should be made or published, and 

define the scope of the work, so as not to complicate the process of returning the 

masks, which is going forward with the German government, and which must be 

done with great care. 
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Henrique 

He can support the purchase of land, in conjunction with the Kogui-Resguardo 

Kogui- Malayo- Arhuaco People and the Gonawindua Tayrona Organization, 

especially for the purchase of a farm in Bukuiñi of 112 hect, in the Palomino basin. 

  

It was agreed that Mr. Enrique and his group will make efforts to return foreign bees 

to their place of origin. 

  

Juan Mayer 

He proposes the need to form a specialized legal team to support the issue of the 

black line decree and other issues of protection of ancestral territory.   Bhe is sure 

that the black line decree will reach the constitutional court, so we must hold a 

meeting between the CTC and a former judge of the constitutional court and a 

specialized legal team in order to draw up a strategy for defend the decree, with 

support for example from Magdalena University.   This meeting should include the 

lawyer proposed by Alan. This meeting should be as soon as possible, within a 

month if possible. 

  

Complement and revise the black-line mapping report that the CTC sent to the 

constitutional court. 

  

Kogui Proposal.   

  

1. We continue to develop the program SESHI, which aims at 70% of land being 

managed and protected for conservation, with preservation of traditional 

ecosystems of fauna and flora, and 30% for food security, a sustainable  

production system for our own economy through on the principle of 

ZHIGONEZHI, mutual assistance, for the harmony, peace and mother earth 

as a strategy that is aware of cultural significance and climate change 

  

2. Consolidation of ancestral territory from the peaks to the black line (Seishizha 

recovery). 

  

3. Strengthening self-government, ancestral culture, environment. 

  

4. Support from the international community led by Juan Mayer 
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5. The RKMA Pueblo Kogui Management Body will set out priorities when 

developing activities and Tayrona Heritage, ACT and Chendukua Association 

will be sent the updated list of administrative debts for the strengthening of the 

Kogui People's institutions. 

  

Conclusions of the consultation carried out by the Mamos: 

  

TayronaHeritage Foundation Proposal 

1. The consultation states that the Kogui people can invite UNESCO or its 

scientists to a visit in the mountains within 2 months of time, to raise 

awareness of the importance of Kaggaba culture, and to discuss the issues 

with the Mamos to generate a dialogue of understanding and eat work. 

  

2. Alan argues that in two months it is not possible to meet with UNESCO as 

indicated by the consultation because the UNESCO meeting will take place in 

October. The reserve then proposes that we should receive proposals of how 

we can enter into dialogue with UNESCO within two months, in order to 

prepare the ideas and bring this proposal to UNESCO with the 

accompaniment of Kogui in October. 

3. The legal process of support of indigenous peoples defending the territory is 

approved, coordinating with lawyers recommended by Alan to strengthen the 

ancestral territory of the black line at the legal level. 

4. Translations must be reviewed by Mamos and the Gonawindua organization 

to approve the topics that will be translated, always leaving a copy in the office 

files. 

5. Translation of Shikuakala is approved to be translated from Spanish to English 

in coordination with Alan's foundation, and then published to achieve wide 

dissemination in English, as long as it is done at all times in accordance with 

and approved by the team at RKMA – Kogui people and the Mamos, A prior 

written agreement or agreement must be made between RKMA and Alan or 

their foundation in order to begin and advance the work. 

6. That projects will always be headed and owned by the Kogui RKMA 

organization 

  

Enrique 

7. Bunkuini A team of RKMA territory is being sent to visit the proposed farm for 

the purchase, to measure and characterize it, and an authority or major of 

Bunkuiñi must visit the office to dialogue with the lobby and the OGT team , 

in order to integrate this property into the guard, and to arrange with the 

Bukuini authorities 
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University of Magdalena – Angelica Nuñez.   

8. Masks. Before starting the work, an agreement must be made between 

Universidad del Magdalena and RKMA – Pueblo Kogui to define the form of 

collaboration, and the themes of the work of the film and the return of sacred 

objects.  The times for making the film should be coordinated in a way that 

complements other films already made on the subject, and with the process 

of returning the masks already underway with the OGT, taking into account 

that it will always be headed by the Kogui People and their Authorities. 

  

KOGUI PROPOSAL 

9. The kogui proposal is approved by the Mamos 

10. The development of each agreement will be based with the entities mentioned 

for permanent coordination at the level of the board of RKMA – OGT. 

  

11. On February 24 to 28 next year another meeting will be held with these same 

entities to monitor and review the development and compliance of these 

agreements. 

  

This is the end of the meeting at 11am, 24 June. 

  

Copy of the minutes will be sent to the Chendukua 

association Signatures are appended. 
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